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Discovery
Part of the joy of parenting is watching each
child discover and develop his or her Godgiven talents, gifts and abilities and, in this
way, fulfill His unique purpose for each of
their lives. Enjoy the photo montage below
showing: Fidel and Miguel having just received their purple belts in martial arts; Ana
and Ruth modeling some of Martita’s recent
sewing projects from seamstress’ school;
Martha practicing her massage techniques at
physiotherapy school; Angie preparing to
share her testimony while on a mission trip to
Guatemala; Leo and his guitar ready to help
lead worship at youth camp, along with his
sisters. What marvels me is watching God’s
restoration unfold in each of our children’s
lives….after having suffered untold rejection
and abuse, then walking through much pain
and learning, and turning into productive
young people blessing the lives of others!

The Foundation of
New House...Poured (almost)!
We praise the Lord for His generous faithfulness in
providing through you and, principally, through several
grants and designated donations that have made the
pouring of the
foundation of the new
house at Refuge
Ranch possible! Two
thirds of the foundation
have been poured and,
Lord willing, one more
pour is scheduled yet for this month...which will finish
off the foundation! Obviously, much has yet to be
done before we can move in (although, I think our kids
are ready just to live on the foundation!), but we have
“confidence in what we hope for and assurance about
what we do not see” (Hebrews 11:1).

Last Crusade of 2015...going out in Glory!
We praise the Lord for the moving of the Holy Spirit during the last crusade of 2015 held in
the hills of the state of Puebla. First of all, the Lord gave the volunteers on the team the
strength to provide 560 free medical attentions in only two and a half days of work! Slated as
a local crusade, due to its short length and its proximity to Mexico City, the amount of attentions given were comparable to, and even surpass, some full length crusades! Just amazing!
Secondly, the Lord moved faithfully in the hearts of 184 individuals who prayed to accept
Jesus as their Lord and Savior! The Gospel was even shared by the local pastor in Nahuatl,
the Indian dialect of the region. Thank you for making this last crusade possible… providing
health and salvation to many!
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